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Abstract. Teacher orchestration of technology-enhanced learning
(TEL) processes plays a major role in students’ outcomes, especially in
face-to-face classrooms. However, few studies look into the fine-grained
details of how such orchestration unfolds, the challenges and cognitive
overload that using technologies at a classroom level pose for teachers.
This paper proposes a mixed-method approach to the study of orchestration cognitive load, combining physio-behavioural (eye-tracking) and
subjective measurements (questionnaires, stimulated recall interviews).
We illustrate the approach by applying it to study the orchestration
of two technology-enhanced geometry lessons, by a secondary school
teacher. The results of our mixed-method analyses highlight the difficulty of classroom-level (as opposed to individual- or group-level) interactions, especially in modelling students’ progress and understanding.
Such insights can be useful in the design of new classroom technologies, and to focus researchers’ attention on critical orchestration episodes
during their evaluation.
Keywords: Orchestration load · Eye-tracking
Cognitive load · Classroom studies
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Introduction

Teacher facilitation of the learning process plays a crucial role in students’
learning outcomes, especially in co-located settings (see, e.g., [14,19]). TEL
researchers have recognized this importance, and the unique challenges that practitioners face when applying technological innovations to their everyday practice,
under the term ‘orchestration’ [22], often defined as “the process of productively
coordinating supportive interventions across multiple learning activities occurring at multiple social levels” [11].
Although the term ‘orchestration’ has rapidly gained traction within the
TEL research community, its current use is rather varied, even confusing (e.g.,
[22] identifies up to eight different aspects TEL researchers refer to when talking about orchestration). Taking the metaphor of orchestration as “classroomlevel”, or “third circle” usability (individual and small-group usability being
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the first two [12]), we find that classroom-level technology usability studies are
still in its infancy, undoubtedly due to the technical and logistic difficulties of
doing research about such a complex activity, within the multiple constraints of
authentic classroom conditions [25].
Current studies on the orchestration of novel educational technologies are
normally based on ad-hoc quantitative measurements of efficiency (e.g., [1]), or
on the combination of keen researcher observation and subjective questioning
of the actors (e.g., [17]), majoritarily looking at whole sessions as the unit of
analysis (i.e., “did the lesson work well?”). More recently, there have also been
attempts to do finer-grained quantitative analyses of orchestration, using mobile
eye-tracking [23,24]. However, we are still far from the current state on individual usability studies (e.g., website usability), in which the researcher can rely on
an array of qualitative and quantitative methods to study the (admittedly, simpler) user tasks of interest, both from behavioral/physiological, and subjective
perspectives. Paraphrasing Bob Bailey in his account of early usability studies in the 1970s, most classroom orchestration studies are “focused simply on
determining if three or four participants were able to complete the tasks” [3].
This paper proposes a novel approach to study instances of technologyenhanced, face-to-face orchestration, combining multiple methods for data gathering and analysis. Our ultimate goal with this approach is to gain a deeper
understanding of the orchestration process at different granularity levels, with
the aim of obtaining insights to guide the design (and aid in the evaluation) of
new classroom technologies that can overcome the unique challenges of orchestrating such classrooms.
After a section describing related work on orchestration studies, orchestration
load and cognitive load as an important factor in it, we present our mixedmethods approach to the study of orchestration instances. The approach is
illustrated through its application on a case study that recently took place in
a school in Switzerland, in which a teacher conducted two 80 min lessons on
geometry (with different groups of students) using laptops and other common
classroom technologies. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the main
implications of our results and future research lines derivating from this work.

2
2.1

Related Work
Orchestration and Usability at the Classroom Level

The complex challenges of classroom management are by no means a new topic
in educational literature. The classroom has always been recognized as a highlydemanding public space with its own history, where multiple activities take place
simultaneously, with high immediacy and unpredictability [13]. Once digital technologies started being integrated in the classroom, it became clear that technology not always provided solutions to these pressures, also adding a new layer of
complexity to them. In TEL, this notion of managing multiple activities at different social levels using multiple technological tools, often in a formal education
setting, has become known as’orchestration’ [11,22,25].
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Dillenbourg and colleagues, from a technology designer perspective, have
put forward the notion of ‘designing for orchestration’, drawing the parallelism
with the notions of usability for individuals (long studied by human-computer
interaction) and for small groups (focus of computer-supported collaborative
work/learning). Thus, classroom technologies should be designed to cope with
the pressures and constraints of whole-classroom usage [12]. In this line, several
authors have started putting forward guidelines for the design of classroom technologies, drawing from their experience testing technologies in authentic educational settings [8,10,17]: the establishment of mutual and class-wide awareness
mechanisms, providing teachers with means of controlling the flow of activities
and improvisedly adapting it, or dividing activities into sequences of phases, are
some of the most commonly appearing ones.
These insights and guidelines are invariably derived from keen observation
and reflection of the researcher team after trying out a certain technology or set of
technologies for a few times in authentic classroom conditions. While this kind of
expert advice is certainly very useful when designing new technologies for use in
the classroom, as TEL researchers we still lack a systematic way of studying the
process of orchestration in any technology-enhanced classroom, beyond reflecting
(or asking the teacher) about ‘how the session went’. As usability pioneers Gould
and Lewis stated, usable computer systems require (1) an early and continual
focus on users; (2) iterative design and testing; and (3) empirical measurement
of usage [15]. The first two are already a part of how many TEL researchers
approach technological innovation in the classroom. The third one is made very
difficult by the simultaneity and immediacy of face-to-face classroom activities.
If we want to produce technologies that are usable while performing such multidimensional task, gathering empirical evidence of how the process unfolds, not
only at the temporal scale of a 60 min session, but also in more fine-grained
critical episodes of minutes or even seconds will prove unvaluable (what Newell
denominates the ‘rational’ and ‘cognitive’ bands of action [18]).
2.2

Orchestration Load, Cognitive Load and Its Measurement

One prominent notion appearing frequently in recent TEL literature is ‘orchestration load’, that is, “the effort necessary for the teacher – and other actors – to
conduct learning activities” at the class-wide level [8]. Currently, orchestration
load is still a fuzzy and abstract concept, but we can safely assert that it has a
physical component (e.g., moving around the class, handing out worksheets to
students) and a cognitive side as well (remembering the content to be explained,
modelling students’ learning progress, deciding how to adapt the lesson plan). In
a TEL classroom, the cognitive part of orchestration is a more interesting focus
of study. Fortunately, cognitive load (related to the executive control of working
memory, and the limited capacity of human cognitive processing capacity [20])
has been widely studied in psychology and human-computer interaction.
Measuring Cognitive Load. We can find in the literature multiple methods
to estimate cognitive load of a task, including subjective (e.g., questionnaires)
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and objective ones (e.g., dual-task performance), as well as direct (e.g., brain
imaging) or indirect measurements (e.g., heart-rate monitoring) [5]. However,
most of these measurements have been utilized in relatively simple, single-user
tasks – not multi-dimensional and highly social ones, such as the orchestration
of a classroom.
Indeed, the aforementioned characteristics of face-to-face classroom management tasks (simultaneity, immediacy, etc.) greatly restrict the variety of techniques that can be used to measure the orchestration cognitive load. For instance,
subjective questionnaires can be used, but require continuous interruptions during the lesson, or relying on the subject’s memory of a very long period (although
this could be mitigated by using ‘stimulated recall’ interviews where the teacher
is shown videos from the lesson). Reliable brain imaging is currently impractical
given the mobility of classroom facilitation, and dual-task performance measures
would be too obstrusive as they would add another task to an already multitask situation [21]. Physiological measures of cognitive load, such as pupillary
response and other measurements detectable by eye-tracking are normally taken
in carefully-controled lightning conditions (a luxury we often do not have in a
classroom), and might be confounded by certain visual features of the setting
(e.g., a wide spread of students in the visual field of the teacher might make
average saccade speed higher). However, in previous works, we have shown the
feasibility of using the triangulation across different measurements using mobile
eye-tracking to record teacher orchestration in situ, approximating relative cognitive load within a session [23,24].
Multi-method Approaches. As we can see, there is no single method which
can be reliably used to estimate the cognitive load of orchestration, at different
temporal granularities, within the constraints of a classroom setting. An alternative is to take a pragmatic stance and use a mixed-methods approach [7], in
which different qualitative and quantitative data gathering and analysis techniques (including both behavioral/physiological and subjective information) are
triangulated to understand how the orchestration process (and its cognitive load)
unfolds, from the second-to-second actions to the overall result of an hour-long
session.
To the best of our knowledge, no other mixed-method approaches exist to
systematically study the phenomenon of classroom orchestration. However, this
sort of multi-method approaches are not unhead-of in areas related to cognitive
load studies: [9] combined dual-task and subjective measurements of cognitive
load to separate different cognitive load components in the context of multimedia
learning tasks; [4] combined stimulated recall interviews and measurements of
cognitive load to obtain a more comprehensive view of the effects of an ICT
tool in learning. In the area of eye-tracking studies, [6] used four different eyetracking measurements to distinguish cognitive load in a learning task supported
by artifical intelligence.
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Multi-method Approach to Study Teacher
Orchestration

Against this backdrop, it can be seen that “empirically measuring” the multilayered, time-constrained orchestration process is not an easy task, and probably
cannot be accomplished using a single method or technique. Our aim thus is
to propose a combination of methods that can be used consistently to track
and better understand the unfolding and critical episodes of the orchestration
of a lesson (typically spanning from 40 min to 2 h) and, if possible, to make
meaningful comparisons among different sessions (as long as many of the sessions’
elements, like the teacher, the kind of classroom, or the general activity structure,
remain unchanged). Furthermore, our method intends to be feasible to use within
relatively short research cycles and limited manpower (as iterativity is a common
requirement of most current technology design/research approaches), by focusing
the researchers’ attention on the most critical orchestration episodes.

Fig. 1. (a) Units of analysis and data sources used in the proposed mixed-method
approach. (b) Classroom disposition during one of the case study sessions.

Since we try to understand the orchestration process at different granularity levels, we have selected different data gathering techniques, best suited for
each temporal scale and applicable within classroom constraints (see Fig.1a):
session-level subjective ratings of cognitive load (including both quantitative
questionnaires such as NASA’s TLX [16] and open-ended questions), first-person
video/gaze recordings that can be analyzed by researchers, as well as used in
stimulated recall interviews with the teacher (for the 10 s episode level). Finally,
fine-grained physiological measures from the in-situ usage of a mobile eye-tracker
provide information at the milliseconds scale. It is also important to note that,
in order to understand how the teacher actions at these different scales relate
to each other, analyzing the data at each scale has to be complemented with
analysis processes that implement “bridges” among scales, aggregating smaller
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units of analysis to build meaning at higher-level ones [2]. The data analysis
process is as follows:
1. From Samples to Episodes (Eye-tracking). Four eye-tracking measurements
which have been related with cognitive load (pupil diameter mean, pupil
diameter standard deviation, number of long fixations and average saccade
speed, see [6]) are calculated throughout the session. Each of these four measurements is aggregated into 10 s episodes (thus bridging from sample- to
episode-level), and the median value of these aggregated measurements for
each session is calculated. By performing a median cut (i.e., for each 10 s
episode, how many of the four measurements are over the session’s median),
a “load index” ranging from 0 to 4 is calculated, indicating the likelihood
that a certain 10 s episode represented a higher load than the session average
(see [23,24] for a more detailed explanation of this process).
2. Subjective Episode Analysis (Stimulated Recall). From this collection of 10 s
episodes (and their associated load index based on eye-tracking measures),
a subset is selected from consistently high- or low-load periods during the
session, and 10 s video snippets of the subjective camera view of the teacher
are generated for each selected episode. These videos are then used in a posthoc stimulated recall interview with the teacher, in which the teacher is asked
to rate subjectively each snippet using a standard 9-level mental effort scale,
using a think-aloud protocol to express the rationale behind each rating. The
numerical ratings are used to triangulate the load index obtained using eyetracking, and the think-aloud output goes through qualitative analysis for
triangulation and interpretation at larger granularity levels.
3. Objective Episode Analysis (Video Coding). All the extreme load index
episodes (ELEs, i.e., those 10 s episodes with values 0 or 4) are then video
coded by the researcher team1 , along three main dimensions characterizing
orchestration (as per [11]’s definition of orchestration): the activity being performed by the teacher (e.g., explanation, monitoring), the social plane of the
interaction (e.g., class-wide, with individual students) and the main focus of
the teacher’s gaze (a student laptop, students’ faces, etc.). The video code
counts are then aggregated for the whole session (thus bridging from the
episode- to the session-level), and statistical tests (Pearson’s chi-squared) are
used to determine which coding dimensions and which video codes contribute
most significantly to the differences between high- and low-load episodes, and
using these codes to create distinct profiles for each.
4. Session-level Analysis. Finally, the session-level subjective ratings provided
by the teacher (both quantitative scales and qualitative open responses) are
triangulated with the qualitative data coming from the stimulated recall interview, to understand the overall perception of (cognitive) orchestration load at
1

We restrict ourselves to the extreme load episodes as a way to keep the needed
manpower under control (in a hour-long session the number of extreme load episodes
to code tends to be around 100, while the total number of episodes can be close
to 1000), and to focus the attention on the most critical orchestration episodes,
contrasting them with the ‘least critical’ ones [23].
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the session-level. These ratings can also be used to make comparisons among
different sessions (e.g., which of two sessions was more difficult, and why).
These inter-session comparisons can also be triangulated by comparing the
medians used for the load index cut in step 1 above (after normalization by
the first-episode values to cancel out physiological or ambiental differences
among different sessions).

4

Case Study: Orchestrating a Technology-Enhanced
Geometry Class

To illustrate our mixed-methods approach to study teacher orchestration, we
provide an account of how it was applied in a small case study in secondary
education. This study is part of a larger design-based effort to understand and
enhance orchestration in classrooms using augmented paper interfaces. Within
this larger project, however, the present study was intended as a test-drive of the
approach, and to gather evidence about orchestration processes in the teacher’s
usual technology-enhanced practice. Hence, the goal of the study is not to prove
or disprove that the technology worked better than an alternative – rather, it is
to provide a deep comprehension of what was the teacher/classroom’s baseline of
technology usage. Further details, raw datasets and analytical code to generate
the results of this study are publicly available online2 .
4.1

Context of the Study

The study comprised two secondary education geometry sessions that took place
in an international school near Lausanne (Switzerland). The two sessions followed the same general structure, and were run by the same teacher (a practitioner with more than 15 years of teaching experience), with two different cohorts
of students, of 22 and 23 students respectively (aged 11–12 years old). During
the 80 min sessions, the teacher guided the students in individual and dyad
work about geometrical figures and tessellations, using laptops and specialized
geometry software (Geometer’s Sketchpad3 ), interspersed with small periods of
explanation/lecturing. Students thus were mostly working at their own laptops,
following a paper worksheet that guided them through different exercises using
the geometry software, attending to occasional explanations by the teacher, and
asking questions when some exercise or concept was unclear. To support her
orchestration of the lesson, the teacher was using a projector connected to her
computer (see Fig.1b), and the school’s usual software for classroom management (NetSupport School4 ). During the two sessions, data was gathered from
multiple data sources, and later analyzed as described in Sect. 3.
2
3
4

https://github.com/chili-epfl/ectel2015-orchestration-school.
http://www.keycurriculum.com/.
http://www.netsupportschool.com/.
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Fig. 2. Proportions of load indices calculated from eye-tracking measures. (a) Load
indices calculated using each session’s respective median. (b) Load indices calculated
using session 2’s median applied over both sessions; in this case load indices of session
1 are clearly skewed towards lower values, suggesting that session 2 was more difficult
to orchestrate.

4.2

Results

From Samples to Episodes. Using the eye-tracking data from the sessions,
we calculated the four eye-tracking metrics related to cognitive load (from [6]),
and aggregated them (through averaging or counting) into 10 s episodes, using
a rolling window with 5 s slide, thus obtaining the “load index” for each episode
(i.e., likelihood that an episode is higher cognitive load than others in the session,
from 0–4). As we can see in Fig.2a, in both sessions the distribution of load indices
is approximately gaussian (which is to be expected, given the way such index is
calculated with respect to the session median for each eye-tracking metric).
Subjective Episode Analysis. From the 10 s episodes generated in the previous step, 20 were selected from sustained high-/low-load periods. The subjective
video feed from the teacher’s eyetracker for each of these episodes was extracted,
and the teacher was asked to rate her mental effort (from 1–9) in each one and
provide a rationale for each value, in a post-hoc stimulated recall interview.
We then triangulated the teacher’s subjective ratings with the load indices
computed from the eye-tracking data. We found that the teacher’s ratings were
significantly lower for the low load episodes than those for the high load episodes
(F[1, 18] = 4.89, p = .04, see Fig.3a), even if the correlation between such
subjective ratings and the eye-tracking load indices was far from perfect.
A qualitative coding of the think-aloud protocol followed during the interview
(see Fig.3b) shows that in the higher-load episodes (both subjective and based on
eye-tracking) teacher often mentions attempts to model students’ understanding,
or the need to take a decision about what would be the best immediate course of
action. On the other hand, in lower-load episodes (from subjective rating and eyetracking index), the individual explanations after a student error (what we could
term ‘repairs’), and the technical details or problems in using the technological

9
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Fig. 3. Comparison of subjective load ratings and eye-tracking load index (means and
confidence intervals), from a sample of 20 low (0) and high (4) episodes (left). Examples
of teacher quotes when explaining the rationale for the subjective ratings (right).

tools appear more often. Interestingly, the need to make the lesson progress
according to plan (i.e., be within the time/curriculum constraints) appears very
often in high-load moments, but also appears in low-load ones (maybe indicating
a background concern at all times, even in the lower-load moments)
Objective Episode Analysis. We manually coded the videos of all the ELEs
(10 s episodes with an eye-tracking load index of 0 or 4), along the dimensions
of teacher activity, social plane of the interaction and main focus of gaze. By
aggregating the code counts for each of these dimensions in a session we can
bridge from the episode-level analysis to have an idea of what kind of episodes
are often high or low load (see Table 1). We can find several common trends in
the orchestration load episode profiles of the two sessions:
– The high-load episodes are characterised by the teacher giving explanations/lecturing (EXP) and asking questions (QUE) (χ2 [DoF = 5] = 131.14,
p < .001); the social plane being whole-class (CLS) (χ2 [DoF = 1] = 90.89,
p < .001); and the main focus of the teacher being the faces of the students
(FAC) (χ2 [DoF = 3] = 161.95, p < .001).
– On the other hand, low-load episodes in both sessions are characterised by the
teacher doing ‘repairs’ (REP – i.e., solving a question or misunderstanding of
a student) more often (χ2 [DoF = 5] = 131.14, p < .001); the social plane
being individual/small-group (GRP) (χ2 [DoF = 1] = 90.89, p < .001); and
the main focus of the teacher being the activity paper sheets of the students
(PAP) (χ2 [DoF = 3] = 161.95, p < .001).
By looking at the video codes, however, we can also detect a few differences
between the two sessions (see Table 1). Compared to the first session, in the
second session we can see the appearance of a new category of episodes (disciplinary remarks, DISC), in the high-load episodes. Also, we can observe that the
significance of differences in several of the video codes is increased for the second
session: the predominance of repairs in low-load episodes, higher appearance of
focus on paper worksheets in low-load episodes as well as the relative absence of
focus on the students’ laptops on high-load episodes.
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Table 1. Video code counts of extreme (high and low) load episodes, for each dimension of coding. In parentheses, the standard Chi-squared residuals (absolute residual
values larger than 1.96 are considered significant, marked with an ‘*’). Differences in
significance between the two sessions are highlighted in bold

Session-Level Analysis. Moving onto the overall session-level cognitive load
analysis (and the eventual comparison between the two sessions), we can take a
look at the subjective ratings provided by the teacher at the end of each session.
In both cases the teacher assessed the overall load as involving ‘some mental
effort’ (6 out of 9 in the standard subjective mental effort scale [5]). The teacher,
however, considered the second session as slightly more difficult to manage
(6 vs. 5 out of 9). This perception can be expanded by looking at the teacher’s
responses to the TLX questionnaire [16] about the sessions workload: In both
cases responses were quite similar (overall workload scores of 53.3 and 56.3 out
of 100 for sessions 1 and 2, respectively). However, by looking at the scores
and weighting of the different workload components (mental, temporal or physical demands, performance, effort and frustration), we see that in session 2 the
value and weighting of the ‘frustration’ component were much higher (value=5,
weight=4 in session 2, vs. value=2.5, weight=1 in session 2), which also accounts
for the larger part of the increase in overall perceived workload.
The qualitative (open) responses about self-perceived high-load episodes were
also quite similar in both sessions, referring to worries about student progress
(“when students could not follow the directions and were confused as what to do
next”). However, we can find that only in the second session the teacher referred
to the aforementioned disciplinary concerns (“when students try to log off while
demonstrating”), which may help explain the higher frustration component of
that session.
To triangulate this perception with more objective data, we can also look
at the eye-tracking measures. If we apply the median values of the four eyetracking measures of interest5 of session 2 to the data in session 1, we can obtain
a quantitative approximation to the relative difficulty between the two sessions.
As we can see in Fig.2b, in this case the distribution of load indices for session 1
5

After normalization by the first 10 s episode of each session, to account for variability
in the data due to the different time of the day or wakefulness of the teacher in the
concerned days.
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is skewed towards the lower end (thus indicating that fewer episodes in session 1
were as high a load as the high-load episodes in session 2, χ2 [DoF = 4] = 344.29,
p < .001). This again supports the idea that session 2 was (overall) higher load
than session 1.

5

Discussion

The results of the different analysis methods outlined above provide us with a
very detailed view of how the orchestration of these secondary school geometry
lessons took place, from triangulated empirical evidence (both behavioral and
subjective). The two sessions shared similar profiles in terms of high- and lowload episodes: high load episodes tended to be explanations or questioning (or
the occasional disciplinary remark) in the class-wide plane, very often looking at
the faces of students (in an attempt to assess their progress and understanging).
On the other hand, low-load episodes tended to be individual or small-group
repairs, with the teacher often focusing on the students paper worksheets or
laptops. These similarities across sessions are to be expected given the fact that
only the cohorts were different between the lessons, and the rest of the elements
(teacher, classroom layout, technologies and subject matter) remained essentially
the same.
Our triangulated data sources also helped us find orchestration load differences between these very similar sessions: both the subjective session-level data
and eye-tracking metrics confirm a higher difficulty of session 2. The presence of
more accentuated differences in the profiles of high- and low-load episodes seems
to be a hallmark of sessions that are more difficult to manage. In this particular
case, it looks like the presence of more disciplinary remarks and concerns by
the teacher was one of the main drivers of this increase in orchestration load
(especially, of its frustration component).
These results largely confirm several trends already observed in our previous
work using mobile eye-trackers to follow orchestration load [23,24]: the higher
load that class-level interactions pose for teachers, or the fact that assessing student progress across the classroom is also a high-load activity (often represented
by looking at the students’ faces, in the absence of other glanceable information), or the fact that more marked statistical differences in the high-/low-load
episode profiles seem to be correlated with more difficult sessions (as in [23]’s
comparison between a novice and an expert teacher). It is interesting to note
that these common trends are preserved even across very different educational
settings and technologies (small master-level classrooms with laptops, primary
school tabletop classrooms, or mid-sized secondary school classrooms). Compared with this previous work to understand classroom orchestration in deeper
detail, the method proposed here allows for better explanatory power by adding
subjective data about the orchestration load, and also allows for meaningful comparisons among different sessions (at the expense of extra work by the research
team).
An issue that might be surprising is the fact that most of the findings about
the orchestration load do not seem very related to the technological support in
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the classroom. This can be partly explained by the fact that the teacher was
using her usual set of technologies and setup (thus, in a sense, the technology
was ‘invisible’ to her). However, this may not be the case if we were to compare
technology-enhanced and traditional versions of same a lesson, or two different technologies applied to the same lesson. Also, we should consider that the
technology might be playing a more subtle role in the orchestration load: the
relatively low appearance of the teacher computer as the gaze of focus (where
she could in theory access each student’s screen through the classroom management software) seem to indicate that the teacher did not see great value in
the way such monitoring was implemented6 , and preferred to roam physically
around the classroom. Looking beyond what looks like a perfectly reasonable
implementation of orchestration support features, into how it is used in actual
classrooms, is one of our main aims when proposing the present mixed-method
approach.

6

Implications and Future Work

After showing the current lack of methods to study in detail the cognitive load
that facilitating a technology-enhanced classroom poses for teachers, we have
proposed a mixed-method approach to such studies. The illustrative case study
presented here shows how our approach enables the detection of common orchestration load trends across sessions and settings, but also how it detects and provides probable explanations for differences between two sessions’ orchestration
(which, let us remember, is very contextual and non-repeatable by nature).
The orchestration load trends detected by using our approach are largely
compatible with much of the existing advice about designing technology for
classroom orchestration. However, even if the insights derived from the application of this approach are not (yet) revolutionary, they provide empirical evidence
to help technology designers prioritize which orchestration problems to work on
first. In this concrete case, the results of our case study support the importance of research efforts in learning analytics and classroom-level visualizations,
which are important not only in online environments, but also in face-to-face
classrooms.
Naturally, the concrete results of this case study are hardly generalizable
beyond the teacher, classroom technologies and activities described here. However, as more and more studies using these methods are performed, we expect
to see several general trends about orchestration load emerge (indeed, some of
these trends can already be seen throughout our previous and present work). In
order to help other researchers to start performing such studies, and to enable
the open discussion and improvement of these methods (e.g., more sophisticated
methods of inferring cognitive load from eye-tracking data, the addition of other
physiological measures), we have made the datasets and analytical code public.
6

Teacher could see either a mosaic with the miniature version of all screens where
little could be made out, or a single student’s screen – which often provides an
incomplete view unless the teacher actually walked there to talk with the student.
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Also, we should note that these methods could be applied, not only to evaluate
technological innovations in the classroom, but also pedagogical ones, from the
point of view of the orchestration load they impose on the teacher (a factor often
ignored by learning scientists).
Our own immediate future work includes the introduction of novel technologies in the classroom setting described here, and the observation of its effects
on teacher orchestration load, as a way to help us in the design and evaluation of classroom technologies. Also, further validation and evolution of the
mixed-method approach will be performed, by manipulating the conditions of
similar classroom sessions (e.g., the number of facilitators) to provide some kind
of”ground truth” to validate the selected physiological measurements (or the
addition of new ones).
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